Scrappy Lilies
 Cindy Carter 2007
Free Pattern
http://carterquilter.wordpress.com/

Copyright Information
I have created all of my quilt patterns to be used as a FREE resource to other quilters. I am not
making a profit on them and explicitly prohibit others from doing so.
That being said, all you wonderful quilters please use them to create quilts for yourself and
others. You may sell any quilts you make for a profit (no mass production). You may exhibit your
quilts. I would love it if you all can use the patterns as a resource to help others, gifts for others
who are sick or in need, our military, charities and fundraisers of any kind. You may use the
patterns to teach classes as long as you provide the patterns free of charge to your students.
Quilt store owners - If you would like to reproduce any of the patterns and provide them free of
charge to your customers, please email me first.
Please respect the work I have done in creating these patterns and make sure proper credit is
given if you are reproducing and sharing the patterns with others.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Cindy Carter
carterquilter@gmail.com
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Fabric Requirements:
The following quilt sizes are the sizes of the finished quilt, including the
border. The border is very easy and uses the extra fabric from the FQs plus
a few extra FQs.
Each block is 16” finished. You will need one FQ for each block.
You may substitute a FQ for a ¼ yard cut of fabric.
The border is 8” finished.

Choose Your Quilt Size and Fabric:
Lap
Twin
Full
Queen

48” by 48”
64” by 80”
80” by 96”
96” by 96”

9 FQs
17 FQs
24 FQs”
28 FQs

1½ yd background fabric
2 ½ yds background fabric
3 yds background fabric
3 ¾ yds background fabric

Fabric Choice suggestions:
Hawaiian prints
Florals
Fruits and Veggies
Different fabrics all one color
Amish colors
All one fabric line
Civil War
30’s repro
Batiks
Children’s novelty fabric
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Cutting your FQs
Here are the FQs you will need for the blocks and border for this quilt.
Note: If your FQ is slightly smaller than the true 18” by 22” FQ size you
can still use your FQ. The pattern was designed to accommodate the
fabrics coming from the smaller width bolts (40” or 42”) and does not need
a full 44” wide bolt.
You can also substitute your FQ with a ¼ yard cut of fabric.

Cutting FQs for Your Blocks
Each block needs one 8.5” square and eight 2.5” by 8.5” rectangles.
The remaining rectangles will be used in the borders.
Blocks needed for your quilt:
Lap
4 blocks
Twin
12 Blocks
Full
20 blocks
Queen
25 blocks
Strips

Size of Strip

2

8.5” by 22”

Then Cut

8.5” Square 2.5” by 8.5”
Rectangles
1
12 or 13

If using a ¼ yard cut instead of a FQ do the following:
Strips
Size of Strip Then Cut
8.5” Square 2.5” by 8.5”
Rectangles
1
8.5” by Width
1
12 or 13
of Fabric
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Cutting FQs for Your Border
1.
From 1 FQ cut:
Strips
Size of Strip
1
2

Then
Cut

9” by 22”
8.5” by 22”

9” Squares

2.5” by 8.5” Rectangles

2

0 or 1
7 or 8

If using a ¼ yard cut instead of a FQ do the following:
Strips
Size of Strip Then Cut
9” Squares 2.5” by 8.5”
Rectangles
1
9” by 18”
2
1
8.5” by the rest
8 or 9
of your ¼ yard
cut.
2.

Remaining FQs will be used in your border.
Cut into 8.5” strips and crosscut into as many 2.5” cuts as fabric
allows.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total Rectangles of FQ fabric needed for your border
Lap
Twin
Full
Queen
2.5” by 8.5” 64
112
144
160
Rectangles

Cutting the Background Fabric
Squares
9”
2.5”
4.5”
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Lap
2
192
16

Twin
2
416
48
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2
608
80

Queen
2
720
100
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Constructing Your Block

.

This is the Easter Lily, a traditional block.
It finishes at 16” for this quilt.

1.

For each 2.5” by 8.5” rectangle:
Place a 2.5” square at each end and sew a diagonal line.
Trim leaving a ¼” seam allowance. Press to the outside.

2.

Join two of these two winged units together. Press seam up. Make 4
units per block.

3.

Sew two of these to either side of your 8.5” square. Press to the
center.

4.

Sew 4.5” squares to either side of your other two winged units. Press
to the white squares. Make two of these units per block.

5.

Sew your units together to complete the block.
Press to the center.
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6.

Join your blocks together to make your quilt, nesting the seams
between blocks and rows.

Constructing Your Border
Making your HST corner squares:
Take your two 9” colored blocks and your two 9” background blocks. Draw
a diagonal line on the backs of the background blocks. Sew ¼” on either
side of the diagonal line. Cut the diagonal line. Press to the colored fabric.

Square up to 8.5”
Making the rest of the border:
1.

Take your remaining 2.5” by 8.5” rectangles with a triangle of
background fabric on each side.
Join them in pairs, making a scrappy arrangement. Join the pairs to
make four to a unit. Join the four unit pieces to make 8 to a unit.

You need one 8 unit border piece for each outside block on your quilt.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sew your 8 unit pieces to make all four borders.
Add the HST units to either side of your top and bottom borders.
Sew the side borders and press to the center.
Sew the bottom borders and press to the center.
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